
It used to be the case that when com-
panies evaluated projects to be car-
ried out in the UK political Risk was
not seen as an issue.

However over the last few years
with successive governments ‘flip
flopping’ here there and everywhere
Companies now have a raised aware-
ness of Political Risk.

In fact in some quarters, because of
the uncertainties , it is being said
that the UK now ranks somewhere
near Somalia when it comes to politi-
cal risk - - - - a liittle extreme I would
say but it does bring into sharp focus
how misguided political rhetoric can
hamper - - - - and dismantle - - -  a mar-
ketplace.

We have seen it’s influence not just
in Renewables but also Oil & Gas,
Shipbuilding and electronics.

Please, please, please Politicians
think before you speak

Now Clear for Nuclear

Well after much talk of pulling out
of the UK, it appears that the Nu-
clear Industry held the Govern-
ment’s feet to the flames and got
more or less the deal it wanted.

The UK had been manoeuvered down a one
way street and was unable to reverse out.

The Nuclear Industry had upped the rhetoric
and played the media card much more as-
tutely than the Coalition.

Not only do they get a price guaranteed for
35years but at double the price of electricity
today.

Ah but the price of energy will rise and it will
be a good deal in the end —– Yes but when?
25 years time as the price is index linked.

Oh and who will pick up the total cost of de-
commissioning the plants at the end of their

Energy Companies - - - -  Bloody Bankers

It now looks like it’s ‘Bash the Energy Indus-
try’ time!!!

Well we’ve done the Oil & Gas companies,
we’ve done the Financial Services Industry,
we’ve done the Pharmaceutical Industry so
who’s next on the ‘Beat up an Industry’ path
that  governments tend to follow.

The concept of companies having to make
profits in order to invest appears to be an
anathema to successive UK governments. But
hey, ho we elect them and give them valuable
airtime!!

Watch out the supermarkets - - - - you’re
probably next!!

Danger
Radiation risk
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Rough with the Smooth

Everyone�s favourite entrepreuneur is back in court!!

Yep Mr Trump is challenging the Scottish Government�s audacity to 

consent an offshore windfarm off Abedeen which will be seen from his 

golf complex at the Menie Estate.

His challenge appears to be on the grounds that someone promised it 

wouldn�t be built - - - obviously not understanding the UK Planning 

Process.

Let�s see how it all pans out.

In the meantime pass the 7 iron, I think the line in is the 3rd turbine on the left with a 

slight draw.

Views Please

We would be grateful if you could let us know what you think of our short newsletter, drop
us a line to the email below.

Thanks
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